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- Seeings determine destiny. Be mindful of how we see what we see
- Align our seeings with the seeings of the Greats, how far can we be off our destiny?
- Seeings drive emotions; emotions drive doings; doings determine destiny. Human beings are
fundamentally emotionally beings
- A person’s seeing is always “RIGHT” to the person at that particular moment in time. Respect people’s
seeings.
- Our challenge in life is “How to elevate people’s seeings to a higher level?”
- Two types of people that cannot be helped. Character-disordered person – he who always blames
others and it is always the fault of others; Mentally-disordered Person – he who always blame and
take self-pity on himself
- To influence people, be a person of character, a wise person, a likable person and a person that can
be trusted
- Talk less, work more! There is too much talking going on. Because of excessive talking, energy and
resources are being wasted.
- Busy in the day, busy in the night; busy for the week, busy for the month; busy throughout the year,
busy for whole life. For whom? For what?
- I am part of nature, nature in part of me. If I love me, I must love nature unconditionally. I am part of
nature, you are part of nature. Therefore, you must be part of me. If I truly love me, I must love you
unconditionally. One for all, all for one; oneness with all.

- Seventy years of life is rare indeed. Minus twenty for young age and twenty for old age, we are left
with 30, One third for sleeping, one third for earning a living, we are left with 10. Can we afford to
worry it away? Can we afford to gossip it away? Can we afford to simply watch it away?
- We tend to underestimate the things we can do, the goals we can achieve, yet for some strange
reasons, we think others can do what we cannot. Why?

- We are powerful, we are resourceful yet we often doubt ourselves. Why?

- By nature, we are alike and we are set wide apart in practice. Why?

- We want happiness, we want wealth yet they seem to be beyond our reach. Why?

- Life is simple and we make it complicated. Why?

- By nature, we are kind and self-centeredness predominates as we go through life. Why?

- Many who learned the art of earning money have failed to learn how to live their life. Why?

- As children, we were energetic, creative, persistent and curious. As adults, where have our energy,
creativity, persistency and curiosity gone?

- People are everywhere yet loneliness lies within our hearts. Why?

- We are capable of talking hour-after-hour with friends or strangers, yet all we give to our loved ones parents, spouse, children, is one or two words. Why?

- Parents sacrifice for their children and end up losing them when they grow up. Why?

- How serious are we with our life when we are so serious with those who are not serious with theirs?

- We spend our time chasing after wealth and later spend our wealth chasing after health. Why are we,
the rational beings, so illogical?

- We install Microsoft Window as our computer’s operating system, what life operating system has been
installed onto our human computer – our brain?

- What is work? When we cannot even define WORK effectively, how can we work enthusiastically and
happily?

- Life is tough, toughen ourselves; life is beautiful, appreciate it; life is wonderful, live it to the fullest

- No one will be paid for more than they work for if they are not willing to work more that they are paid

- From twenty to forty, we chase after for money; from forty onwards, let money chase after us.

- As age going up, employability goes down; our marketability must go up otherwise life will be
miserable

- Gets done what must be done; do not give “reasons” why it could not or was not done.

- Tear down the “Yang” nature of competency, you will destroy the “Man”; deprive the “Ying” nature of
relationship, you will make the “Woman” miserable

- “Yang” nature tries to understand and fix the “Ying” nature and end up feeling miserably. “Ying” nature
is to be appreciated and not to be understood for even the “Ying” could not understand the “Ying”
nature

- Do we love ourselves? He who does not love himself cannot genuinely love others. He who does not
take care of his own health does not love himself truly.

- Do we tell ourselves we love ourselves? I love myself for I am so committed in what I am doing; I love
myself for I am so committed in improving myself and give my very best self to humility.

- Perfect health is the perfection of our internal organs.

- Chasing after wealth and chasing after happiness is just like chasing after butterflies. The more we
chase them and chase them directly, they will elude us. If we want butterflies to come to us, plant
ourselves a fertile garden. Then without invitation, butterflies will come in abundance. If we desire
wealth and happiness, stop chasing after them. Build ourselves a strong foundation of good character
and wholesome values. Then wealth and happiness will be ours without us having to chase after them.
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